PRESS RELEASE

High Representative urges high-level participation in Second UN Conference on the Landlocked Developing Countries

25 April 2014 – Under Secretary-General Gyan Chandra Acharya has welcomed the passing of a United Nations resolution calling for the active participation of all Member States in the Second United Nations Conference on Landlocked Developing Countries (LLDC) scheduled to take place from 3-5 November 2014, in Vienna, Austria.

“The Second LLDC conference is expected to deliver an outcome document that is forward looking, comprehensive and focused. I strongly urge all Member States and stakeholders to actively and meaningfully engage in the process,” Acharya said.

Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon last year appointed Acharya as Secretary-General of the conference and the office he heads up as the UN system-wide focal point for the conference preparations.

The preparatory process for the conference has already gathered momentum. Last year all three regional reviews (Euro-Asian, Africa, Latin America) were organized by the UN regional commissions in close collaboration with the Office of the High Representative for the Least Developed Countries, Landlocked Developing Countries and Small Island Developing States (UN-OHRLLS). The meetings presented an opportunity for a frank assessment of the implementation of the Almaty Programme of Action, a set of goals put in place in 2003 to tackle the particular challenges faced by these countries owing to a lack of direct access to the sea.

More than a dozen pre-conference events held since 2012 in several capitals across the world have focused on developmental issues of crucial importance to LLDCs, including international trade facilitation, aid for trade, infrastructure financing, the impact of climate change, desertification, information and communication development, and priorities for the development agenda of LLDCs.

Acharya stressed that transit countries and development partners were integral to the successful outcome of the Vienna meeting.
“With the support and cooperation of transit countries and development partners, the conference should contribute towards ensuring smooth transit arrangements, enhanced trade facilitation and infrastructure development so that LLDCs would be able to accelerate inclusive growth and ensure sustainable development for all. As it is taking place this year, I am confident that its outcome would also be fully taken into account in the formulation of the post 2015 development agenda,” added Acharya.

The conference will be preceded by two sessions of the intergovernmental preparatory committee, each for a duration of two days, proposed to be held 12-13 June 2014, and 2-3 October 2014, both at the United Nations Headquarters in New York.

All Governments and stakeholders are invited to attend the preparatory committee sessions and participate in the conference at the highest level possible.

There are 32 countries classified as landlocked developing, 16 of which are located in Africa, 10 in Asia, 4 in Europe and 2 in Latin America.

Lack of territorial access to the sea, remoteness and isolation from world markets and high transit costs continue to impose serious constraints on their overall socio-economic development.

For further information: Advocacy and Outreach Officer, Ricardo Z. Dunn, +1 917 367 600/dunn@un.org